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All items on this page were chosen by the editors of Woman's Day. You may earn a commission for some of the products you choose to purchase. Find out how these pairs work together!August 21, 2010 iStockphoto Find out how these pairs work together - work! And while some may think that being both a partner in love and at work is a no-no, these pairs
really make their relationship work while working together. Here we share some of the wisdom of the relationships (and workplaces) they have picked up along the way. 9 Annabel Gurwich and Jeff Kahn, comedian and author of You Say Tomatoes, arranged for us to stay with friends when I went to New York to press and perform on Broadway. But to Jeff,
preparing for our tour in a house full of kids, dogs and birds sounded like a nightmare. 9 Patricia Culfie and Ian Picass 3, Bergin, a luxury-focused private sale website has a separate life: Ian and I started Berzin just eight months after we got married. I wake up at 4.30am while we maintain our old habits .m he works until midnight - most of our time is spent
together. We became 9 Jason and Mia Bauer, 4 of Crumbs Bake Shop Stay Balanced: When we opened Crumbs Together in 2003, we were just dating, so not only did our business thrive over the years, but so did our relationships. It is balance that our relationships work at home and at work. 9 Steve Lieberman and Jen Rodriguez's 5, West 4th/Jane, Santa
Monica Beer/Wine Bar, CA Make It Fan: We always try to keep our working relationship experts with the slightest hint of playfulness and affection. We live together, work together and play together, so it's very important to always be respectful, 9 Henry and Lisa Lovejoy, Eco Fish, natural seafood company Split Up The Work: Lisa and I are blessed because
we're soulmates. Still, we found it best to play off each other's strengths by splitting the task. 9 Gary Erickson and Kit Crawford's 7, CLIF Bar &amp; Company Be Good Partners: The ingredients for a successful marriage are the same as those for an effective partnership as co-CEO: thoughtful communication, open mind and mutual respect. Whether you run
a family or 8 out of 9 Minhy and Truman Cho, paper+CUP design, the Luxury Still Enterprise Trust is a must see: We've learned that the secret of great working relationships is that we can trust each other. We divide tasks based on what each can do best and take ownership of that particular job. Next Trade Union Advertising Status - This content is created
and managed by third parties and imported to this page to help users provide their email address. You may be able to find more information.This similar content on piano.io makes my money this classic query if I have to guess what is one relationship question that is asked more often than any other: What's the secret to a happy marriage? as much as we all
want to believe that there is one easy and stupid way to ensure marital bliss. Reality is an awfully long time to spend with someone forever, and the undulations of life will make sure that marriage is not always an easy ride (no matter how much you love each other). But when, generally speaking, can couples expect to experience *the most* marital bliss?
while you might assume that the honeymoon phase will be the most idyllic part of any marriage, a new study has found that newlyweds may actually have to wait a while for their happiest wedding day to come. For the study, researchers from Pennsylvania State University and Brigham Young University analyzed the marriages of 2,034 couples (average age
35 to 37) and how marital satisfaction has changed over the years. Somely surprisingly, they have a couple actually at the beginning of their marriage, not 20 years of their relationship (!!) found to be the happiest when the mark was reached. Not only did they spend more time working together than young couples, they also had a deeper sense of gratitude
for each other, the study found. As values change and deepen, we can mostly let go of some of the little things that got into the quagmire at a young age. After 20 years of marriage, we have seen our friends divorce, their parents pass away and people get sick. I think couples start to have a real sense of what's important in life, relationship therapist Amy
Hartstein (LCSW) tells Bassle. In the first place, if a couple is strong, they can see the hardships of life and grow to appreciate and cherish each other. As values change and deepen, you can let go of the little things that got stuck in your youth marriage stronger and happier the better and worse both good and bad experiences navigate with someone over the
years. Not to mention that in 20 years, you'll not only learn how to hone your communication skills and solve problems with your spouse, but you'll also have plenty of time to let go of the problems that have plagued your marriage early on. By the time the couple got married that long, they obviously decided not to divorce during the early years of their
marriage, says Hartstein. I also think that by the time the couple reaches 20 years, they have worked through some of their great contested areas. Every couple fights and often has the same fight many times! We may still be in partners A, B and C, but we're still discussing it - but we're generally not easyOr furious. In essence, couples who have been
married for a longer time have more time, just because they have had more time, just because they have more time, and have time to move beyond their early relationship issues, and to understand how to grow together during conflict rather than grow apart. But none of this is to say that newlyweds and young couples can't be equally happy *before* they
reach that 20-year mark. Because at the end of the day, the secret to a happy marriage at any stage of life is simple: make an active effort to be a good partner, communicate, and don't stop working on keeping your connection and marriage strong. Strong.
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